Hannay Reels offers the 6100 Series power rewind reel to control hose expansion with a strong spool. The rugged 6100 Series reels are ideal for water blasting, sewer cleaning and jetting operations. Power rewind options include hydraulic, air and electric motorized based on specific customer needs. The steel-hub assembly rated to 5000 psi. For additional information please visit Hannay Reels at www.hannay.com.

Alertus Technologies, LLC launches The Alertus mobile dispatcher app allowing authorized dispatchers to send preset alerts as well as view or cancel active alerts. Launching an alert via the mobile app can also activate notification alerts through other, integrated products—including the Alert Beacon, Alert Desktop Notification, LED marquee display, text-to-speech interface for public address and giant outdoor speaker systems, fire alarm interface, VoIP phone alerting, and digital signage and cable television override. The Alertus mobile recipient app notifies targeted students, faculty, and personnel when an emergency alert has been activated. For further information on Alertus Technologies products visit www.alertus.com.

SnowWolf’s Ultra Series blades deliver a cutting-edge experience when it comes to efficient and cost-effective snow removal. The innovative plows save time and money by eliminating windrows and the need for additional passes. Ultra Series blades come in five widths ranging from 6’ to 10’ and attach easily to small or large skidsteers and utility loaders that range from 4,000 to 14,000 lbs. With the 35-degree plowing angle and tight moldboard curvature, snow rolls off of these blades unlike anything else on the market, and they save fuel because they require less horsepower to push. In addition, the blades can oscillate up to 6” to adjust to the contours of plowing surfaces and evenly wear the cutting edges. For further information on SnowWolf product’s visit www.snowwolfplows.com.

ZON introduces Powersol an outdoor solar powered charging station for student electronic devices. Built on a standard 9’ high quality patio umbrella, the Powersol has 8 securely fitted solar sleeves that generate electricity to charge a unique charging hub using a rechargeable lithium ion battery. The charging hub has three smart-sensing USB ports that can charge student devices as quickly as a regular wall socket. Anywhere a campus has a patio umbrella a Powersol can be used. Students can enjoy the convenience of charging their devices while outside studying or socializing. For more information regarding ZON, visit www.zon-technology.com.

Dunbar Stained Glass has been creating commissioned, award-winning stained glass for public buildings since 1972. Gorgeous work, on view in the United States from coast to coast, captivates, inspires, and transports thousands of viewers and admirers. Dunbar produces traditional stained, painted, abstract, fused, and sandblasted glass. Stained glass, throughout its history, has been elevated to the realm of fine art in everyday architectural decoration. Dunbar is known for the highest standard of design and craftsmanship. For additional information, visit Dunbar Stained Glass at www.dunbarstainedglass.com.